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I. EIC ACTIVITIES
IT-355 Bologna
The EIC IT-355 belonging to the specialised
group on Taxation l,aw is planning to set up an
initiative to create a complete database about
the VAT rates on 240 categories of goods and
servioes in the 15 countries of the European
Union.
The chief of the project is the Director of the
Advanced Course in Tax l-aw of the Universitv
of Bologna, Prof. Adriano Di Pietro.
A floppy disc will be made available by the IT-
375 to all EICs and their clients, though the
potential price thereof is unknown for the
moment.
BG-681- Solia
On 28 March 1995, rhe official inauguration of
the EICC will take place in Sofia. The Centre
received a sum of 96,000 ECU from the
PHARE SME Programme.
The EICC is launching a new project with the
Centre for European Studies, the
implementation of the Association Agreement.
The project is for 2 years and the total sum is
1,2 mn ECU.
The EICC BG-681 serves as the information
office of the Bulgarian Privatisation Agency.
Information on companies that are going to be
privatised, information on the privatisation
prooess, information about their biggest
privatisation deals, is provided to interested
individuals and companies.
In September 1995, the EICC will organise a
seminar on financial support for SMEs - EIB
credit lines, JOPP Programme and SME Fund
facilities are amongst the topics to be discussed.
Should you need more information, please
contact Mrs Antonina Stoyanovska at the
following number: 359-2-738.U8 or 732.487.
CZ-67L Prague
The Third Entrepreneurs Meeting took place
successfully on 9 February 1995 in the presence
of Mr. Giorgio Ficarelli, representative of the
European Commission to the Czech and Slovak
Republics, and other guests of honour,
including the Mayor of the City of Brno,
representatives of the Hungarian and Polish
Embassies, and of the Ministry of Industry.
The EIC CL67l will have a stand at the
following trade fair :
- International Consumer Goods Fair: 9-13.04
- Techagro: 25-29.04
- Autotec: 3-8.06
- International Engineering Fair: 11-16.09
- Invex-Computer: 10-14.10
- Envibrno, Simet: 7-ll.ll
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II. EU NEWS
r. INDUSTRIAL COMPETITWENESS
The European Commission is set to adopt on
Wednesday a plan to help the EU's industry
become more competitive, a Commission
spokesman said on Tuesday. The paper will set
out a timetable for implementing measures
proposed in the Commission's September
communication on industrial competitiveness,
COM(94)319. The mmmunicarion said rhe EU
should invest in training, promote industrial
cooperation, modernise public administrations
and promote an "information society" built
around computer and lelecclmmunications
networks. The Industry Council asked the
Commission last November to prepare a
timetable for the initiatives. The Commission
has taken action already in some areas -- for
example, setting up a round table between
Japanese and European businesses -- and will
propose that most other action be launched in
1995 and 1996. He said the Commission would
also adopt a working paper on Wednesday
outlining what action has been raken to boost
Europe's industry since the Commission
adopted its 1990 communication on industrial
policy.
2. SINGLE MARKET DEREGUI.ATION
The European Commission expects to be able
to identiry by June cumbersome or bureaucratic
European Union and national legislation that
needs to be simplified, lnternal Market
Commissioner Mario Monti said on Tuesday.
He told the European Parliament's economic
and monetary committee he hoped the group of
independent experts set up in September to
examine the issue would soon conclude its
reporL nln June, on the basis of the report we
will be able to pinpoint areas where to reduce
the burden for businesses,' Mr.Monti said.
3. VAT
Internal Market and Taxation Commissioner
Mario Monti said on Tuesday that he was not
satisfied with the current transitional value
added tax (VAT) regime, but noted difficulties
in switching to the definitive system. nI don't
feel the present transitional VAT regime is
satisfactory,' he told the European Parliament's
economic and monetary committee. He
acknowledged that there were cases in which
the current regime had led to the refusal of
goods and even fiscal haud, which made the
switch to the country-of-origin sptem wen
more important. But the Commission's proposal
on the changeover to the final s)6tem would not
be ready before July. "I hope to move forward
soon, I hope before the summer recess,n he said.
The Commission's proposal was initially due by
the end of last year. This meant that the
January l,1997 deadline for moving to the final
regime, where goods will be taxed in the
country where they are made instead of that
where they are consumed, was unlikely to be
met, he said.
4. ENERGY ELECTRICITY
The European Commission is due to propose
on Wednesday a n*,o-pronged approach to
bringing more oompetition to European Union
electricity markets. Energr Commissioner
Christos Papoutsis will present a working paper
intended to thread together EU member
countries' widely differing views on how far
liberalisation should go, which the Commission
is due to agree. Energl ministers in the
l5-country bloc are deadlocked over a
Commission proposal, COM(91)548, to allow
companies increased rights to supply power to
fellow EU countries and to negotiate aaoess to
their electricity grids. The Commission's first
proposal was opposed in particular by France,
which said any liberalised regime should retain
existing monopolies as sole buyer and seller of
electricity in a sptem for which it would also
determine long-term energy strategy.
Competition C,ommissioner Karel van Miert has
said France's suggestion as it stands would
contravene EU law, a problem Mr. Papousis
hopes to overcome with changes proposed in
his working paper. Mr. Papoutsis wiU suggest
that the Energr Council consider a modified
French proposal alongside the Commission's
existing one when they meet next in June.
Commission deliberations, requested by
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ministers at the Novemer 29 Energ duncit,
are based on a study carried out by the
University of Cologne's Energiewirtschaftliches
Institut which compared the relative effects of
the negotiated third party acoess system (TPA)
and the single buyer proposal.
5. TENS
The ECOFIN C,ouncil is due to agree new
ground rules for funding moss-border transport
nenvorks from the central budget when they
meet on Monday, diplomats said on Friday. The
new set of rules will replace those that expired
on December 31. In the absence of these rules
no money can be spent ftom the
trans-European networks (TENS) line in the
annual budget. But diplomats stressecl this had
no bearing on more general funding for the 14
top priority road and rail projects agreed in
principle at last December's European Council
in Essen, Germany. The then Economic Affairs
Commissioner Henning Christophenen said at
Essen that the Commission was prepared to
find extra money from inside the budget to help
fund the projects apart from the cash that is
already set aside under the TENS line. The
European Investment Bank has also pledged to
provide far more funding for the projects when
and where necessary. Diplomats said detailed
oost-benefit work was continuing on the 14
projects. Ministers have ruled out the European
Commission itself raising cash for the projects.
6. PARI,IAMENT.TELECOMS
The European Parliament approved on
Thursday a draft directive to allow
telecommunications operators who have been
licensed in one member state to offer services
across the EU. But it proposed amendments to
extend the legislation to a wider range of
services and to restrict its benefits to third
countries -- an apparent swipe at the United
states. The assembly also asked the European
Commission to draft a proposal to set up a
European Telecommunications Authority to
enforce European telecoms regulations and
eventually replace national authorities. The
parliament approved the amendmenls in a first
reading of draft directive COM(94)041, which
will be adopted under co-decision-making
procedures. The legislation aims to establish a
mutual recognition procedure under which
na t iona I governments would recognise licences
or other authorisations for telecoms services
granted by other EU states. The commission
proposed that the directive apply to data
transmission, corporate phone networks and hx
services, but not to voice telephone, satellite,
mobile or telex services. But the parliament
argued it should apply to all but satellite
services, which are covered by a separate
proposal on mutual recognition of licences,
COM(93)652. The assembly also said the
mutual recognition provisions should apply only
to companies that are based in the EU and
whose non-EU ownership is not more than 25
percent. It said the restriction could be waived
for countries that had no foreign participation
limits of their own. The United States limits
foreign ownership in telecommunications
companies to 25 peroent, although Mce
President Al Gore announced last month that
it will scrap that restriction for countries who
open their own markets. The draft directive
now goes to the council for a oommon
position.
7. EUROPEAN COMMITTEE FOR
STANDARDTZATION (CEN) PRESS
RELEASE
DOCUMENT DATE: MARCH 20, 1995
Protection of the public in Europe - and abroad
Escalators : Quality European Shndards are
able to transfer'technologl and know-how to a
wide sphere of interest. A European Standard
for escalators now serves all of Europe
including the Eastern countries, and is used
widely in the far East (China, Singapore,
Malaysia), almost all of the middle East and
South Africa. With a few modifications it has
been adopted by Hong Kong, Taiwan, South
Korea, Brazil, Argentina and increasingly in
India. In order to maintain progress CEN has
just issued a revision of the standard EN 115,
Safety rules for the construction and installation
of escalators and passenger conveyors. Work
began on this standard in 1975 in CEN
Technical Committee 10, which worked on the
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basis of a directive for safety issuecl by the
International l:bour Office, and the standard
was published in 1983. As with all complex
specifications which have to meet the needs of
different parties there were initially problems of
interpretation which hacl to be resolved;
furthermore the Council of Ministers issued the
Directive relating to machinery (89/392/EEC),
which necessitated the revision now mmpleted.
Elevators: kst year CEN issued for public
enquiry prEN 8l concerning safety rules for the
oonstruction and of lifts (Part I for electric lifts
and Part 2 for hydraulic lifts), which will lead to
a revision of the widely-used European
Standard. A 'new approach' directive is
exp€cted this year to replace Directive
8y'.lszglBBC- The directive will be relevant to
evolution of the standard.
Foldaway beds: CEN has issued EN 1129 which
specifies requirements for the safety an<l
strength of foldaway beds for domestic use,
including the strength of wall fastenings where
applicable. The tests have to be carried out by
applying loads or forces which simulate normal
functional use to various parts of the bed and
its assembly. The tests also simulate misuse that
can reasonably be expected to occur.
European Standards: In February CEN issued
65 new European Standards and 71 draft
European Standards.
Communique issued by: Stewart Sanson Tel32
25196a52
fax322.519 6819
8. SCIIENGEN.GERMANY
Germany on Monday played down fears of
increased crime and illegal immigration when
bordercontrols benreen seven European Union
countries are ended, and said the move would
aid fteedom of movement in Europe. The
so-called Schengen accord, which comes into
effect next Sunday, will scrap all check on
travellen between Germany, France, Belgium,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Spain ancl
Portugal. It will also create a single
computerised information system for the police
forces of these states. "Schengen is a decisive
step in the path towards freedom of movement
in the whole of Europe," Bernd Schmidbauer,
minister of state in the German chancellery
told a news conference. nWe cannot allow weak
spots on our borders,n he said. nThere will be
some problems at the beginning but everything
will be ironed out." The Schengen signatories
plan to have stricter border checks at frontiers
with non-EU countries and use a joint
information s)4stem to combat international
crime and illegal immigration. Italy and Greece
have joined the pact but have not finished
preparations for hooking up to the information
system, Schmidbauer said. Austria has observer
status and talks are under way with Denmark,
which also wants to become an observer.
Schmidbauer said increased cooperation
between the police forces of the states that had
signed the Schengen accord -- named after the
Luxembourg village where it was signed 
-
would simpli$ manhunts and extradition.
Implementation has been delayed since January
1993 because of hitches with the mmputer in
the French city of Strasbourg. "Searching for
wanted people will become easier because they
will be sought in all Schengen countries,"
Schmidbauer said. In exceptional circumstances,
police will be able to cross borders in pursuit of
a criminal from their country, he said. From
Sunday, passengers flyrng between one
Schengen country and another will leave from
domestic rather than international airport
terminals and will not be subject to identity
checks. The mmputer system, the Schengen
Information Slntem, will give police and
immigration officials a multinational database
on suspect persons, stolen vehicles and forged
money. Schmidbauer said non-EU citizens who
needed a visa to travel to one Schengen state
would be allowed to visit all seven member
countries with the same visa.
9. EASTERN EUROPE.INDUSTRY
Eastern European countries are lagging badly in
their efforts to restructure and modernise their
industries to prepare for European Union
membership, the European Commission said on
Wednesday. The executive said in a report on
industrial cooperation with central and eastern
Europe -- COMlgSnl -- they were struggling
mainly due to EU companies' reluctance to
invest there. "[t does not meet the persisting
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industrial restructuring and modernisation
needs and it does not promote the rapid growth
necessary if these countries are to catch up at
least partially with the EU,n it said. The report
covered Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic
and Slovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, the three
Baltic republics -- Btonia, L:tvia and Lithuania
-- and Slovenia, with which the EU has or is
negotiating transitional Europe agreemenls.
Hungary and Poland submitted formal
applications for EU membership in April 1994
and other countries have indicated their interest
in membership. The Copenhagen European
Council in June 193 stopped short of
promising a date for their EU entry, but the
EU has started the lengthy process of
examining how they could meet the conditions
to be inoorporated. The Commission said
eastern European countries needed to have
foreign investment, technology transfers an<l
knowledge in cooperation with EU industry if
they were going to make their industries fit for
EU membership. "It must be recognised that
the industry privatisation, restructuring and
modernisation process can not succeed without
the broad mobilisation of EU industry, for
investment and the transfer of technologr and
know-how,' it said. "This role of EU industry in
the transition prooess will gain relative
importance compared to the other elements the
more the process advances," it said. The
Commission said administrative hurdles were
often responsible for industry's reticence at
investing eastt{ards. Where investment had been
made, Poland, Hungaryand the Czech Republic
received the lion's share, it said. But it stressed
it was in EU companies' interests to invest in
what were becoming growth markets, although
care had to be taken as the process would
involve shifts in employment. 'EU industry
needs to be present on growth markets,n it saicl.
'This is one of the key objectives of EU
industrial policy." The report will be presented
to the April 7 Industry Council in Luxembourg.
Among the ideas floated in the Commission
report are: - Setting up an industrial policy
dialogue with the countries. - Bringing them
step by step under the scope of the single
market and EU competition laws. - Creating a
regional quality management structure to
encourage intra-regional trade. - Improvements
in the countries' legal and regulatory
frameworks on investment. - Improving
potential investors' access to information.
Consideration of partnering events and
subcontracting - Encouragement of regional
cooperation to avoid misuse of funds and
duplication of efforts. - Multilateralisation of
the region's trade. - Establishment of
effective banking and payment s),stems in
central and eastern Europe. - Improving
management training.
IO. EUROPEAN COMMISSION PRESS
RELEASE: lPl95l265
DOCUMENT DATE: MARCH 15. 1995
OPENING OF TIIE NEGOTIATIONS
ON EUROPE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE EUROPF,AN UNION
AND SLOVENIA
Joint press release
The inaugural round of negotiations on the
Europe agreement between the European
Union and Slovenia was held today in
Brussels. The Head of the Slovenian delegation,
Minister of Foreign Affairs Mr. Taran Thaler
and the Director General Gunther Burghardt
representing the European Commission,
expressed their satisfaction with the decision of
the Council of Ministers of 6 March to adopt
the mandate for the Europe agreement with
Slovenia. It is expected thar the negotiations
would be concluded under the French
Presidency. This will allow for the inclusion of
Slovenia in the pre- accession strategy for the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe, as
anticipated in the conclusions of the Essen
European Council. Slovenia has a long tradition
of close knit relations with the European
Union. Its economic links with the EU were
established long before the dissolution of the
former federal state. After the independence of
Slovenia, the importance of its political and
economic relations with the European Union
increased significantly. The Co-operation
Agreempnt between Slovenia and the EU,
concluded in 1993 and the previously granted
trade regime helped Slovenia to become one of
the most successful oountries in transition.
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Trade volumes were increasing steadily and
today about two thircls of Slovenia's ftrreign
trade is conducted with the EU. A political
dialogue was established by a Joint Declaration
adopted at the signature of the Co-operation
agreement. The European Union and Slovenia
granted each other free transit for road carriers
on the basis of the Transport agreement. The
PHARE Programme of financial and technical
assistance was extended to Slovenia in August
1992. A total of 44 MECU has been committed
over the L992-1994 period including 4 MECU
for the 1994 Cross Border Co-operation
Facility. In the framework of the Financial
Protocol (1993-1997) which provide.s for EIB
loans totalling 150 MECU, Slovenia has already
allocated the total amount for the financing of
three projects in the field of transport
infrastructure (road and rail). Ever closer linlcs
between EU and Slovenia, as well as the
economic and political achievements of
Slovenia, called for further deepening of
relations in the framework of a Europe
agreement. As the negotiations got under way
today, Slovenia joined the group of Central and
Eastern European countries which already have,
or are currently negotiating a Europe
agreement on association with the EU.
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III. QUESTIONS
AND
ANSWERS
QUESTTON 1:
Could you provide us with information on the
availability of E.U. finance for a meeting
berween Belgian and Moroccan companies
within the framework of Interprise?
ANS\ilER 1:
A Med-Interprise initiarive should include at
least 2 countries/regions from the E.U. and at
least I country/region from the Mediterranean.
The event should also take place in the
Mediterranean country concerned, i.e. in your
case, Morroco. There is also the possibiliry for
companies hom a Mediterranean country to
participate in Interprise events organisect in
Europe.
I would advise you to consult the
documentation on Interprise which should be in
your possession, for more details concerning
conditions and procedures to be followed for
the organisation of these events.
Iwould like to draw your artenrion to the ECIP
initiative whose principle aim is to promotejoint ventures between companies from the
E.U. and their counterparts in Asia, latin
America and the Mediterranean. Facility I of
this initiative is concerned with the financing of
events which would eventually lead to the
creation of joint ventures, i.e. the business
meeting proposed by your client, for Moroccan
and Belgian companies. You shoulcl have at
least 2 brochures on the ECIP programme in
your documentation. I am attaching an upclate<l
list of the ECIP financial intermecliaries for
your information.
QUESTION 2:
Cortld you fon*,ard us some information on the
availability of support towards investment in rhe
French Overseas Departments anct tell us
whether these areas are included in the
ECIPprogramme?
ANSWER 2:
The French Overseas Territories and
Departments are classified as ACP countries
(African, Caribbean and Pacific) and under the
terms of the L,ome Convention, benefit from
financial support from the EU under the
European Development Fund. Projecs to be
financed by the EDF are agreed by the national
authorities in the countries concerned and are
subject to approval by the Commission. Calls
for tender are published in the Official Journal,
S series, and in the TED database. Another
good source of information on on-going and
up-coming projects is the C-ourrier Magazine, in
particular the so-called "Blue Pages'.
Furthermore, I would suggest that you oontact
the EIG in Guadeloupe and Martinique to
veri$ whether any measures exist on a local
level to promote investment in these areas.
Guadeloupe and Martinique are not
beneficiaries of the ECIP scheme, which you
will note from the documentation on ECIP in
your possession, is reserved for joint ventures
with companies in the Mediterranean, Asian
and latin American countries.
QUESTION 3:
Could you please provide us with information
on the current situation of the following
programmes?
ANSWER 3:
* Poverty IV: this programme has not been
adopted yet because Germany contests the
validity of the programme on the basis of the
principle of subsidiarity. However, the French
presidency is trying to have ir adopted during
the first half of the year.
* Europe against cancer: we advise you to
consult Council Resolution of 13 December
1993 regarding the future orientations of the
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"Europe against cancer'programme (OJ C 15 -
18.01.94) and the document COM (94) 83 final
on the third action plan of 29 March 1994. This
proposal has not yet been adopted bur will
probably be adopted under the Spanish
Presidency.
t Eurupe against AIDS: we suggest you consult
the programme l99l-1993 "Europe against
AIDS', report from the Commission on the
implementation of the action plan in 1993
(COM (94)525 final) and the common position
adopted by the Council on 2 June 1994 for rhe
adoption of the decision regarding the
prolongation of the nEurope against AIDS"
programme (OJ C 213 - 03.08.94). The follow-
up oEurope against AIDS" programme was
adopted on 22 Deceqber 1994 and will soon be
published in the Official Journal.
QUESTION 4:
Could you please fonvard us some information
on Community financing for the adaptation of
slaughterhouses to Comrnunity law?
Under the Council Directive regarding rhe
sanitary problems in the field of inrra-
C-ommunity exchanges of meat based products,
it is possible to grant Community support in
the framework of rhe FEoGA The responsible
organisations have therefore to send their
dossier to the National Agriculture Ministry
which will decide whether the demand can be
satisfied or not.
We also advise you to consult information on
the Copenhagen facility of the EIB (European
Investment bank). This initative aims to grant
one billion ECU with aZVo interest rate subsidy
for the investments by SME the disposable
capital of which does not exceed 75 million
ECU, which does do not employ more than 500
persons and, above all, which forsees a long-
term job creation.
* I)rugs: consult Council Regulation 3294194 of.
22 December 19,4 modi$ing Regulation 302P3
regarding the creation of an European
observatory on drug(addiction) (OJ L 341-
30.12.94) and the Commission Communication
to the Council and European Parliament
regarding an action plan of the European
Union in the field of fight against drugs (1995-
leee) (coM (94) 234 final).
* EURATHLON: programme in favour of sport
in two areas: activities intended to bring
together citizens and, in particular, young
people, as well as sport raining actions, directly
addressed to athletes and sportsmen in the
framework of common training. We advise you
to consult the first call for tenders published in
rhe OJ C 297-25.10.94.
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IV. PUBLICATIONS
lT-362 Florence
"Il sostegno comunitario allo sviluppo
economico del litorale toscano. Atti del
C-onvegno". January 1995.25 p.
Summary of the seminar which was held on 4
July 1994 on Communiry support ro rhe
economic development of the Tuscany coast, in
particular to industrial and craft SMFs.
IT-352 Naples
"Napoli export-import. Annuario delle imprese
napoletanen.67l, p.
Directory of Neapoliran export ancl import
industries.
OTHERS
ul.a rdglementation des mddicaments dans
I'Union europ6enne. Volume I La
rdglementation des mddicaments i usage
humain dans l'Union europdenne". July 1994.
1995. 387 p.
The updating of Volume I of this publication
deals with provisions relating to medicines.
"Des normes communes pour les entreprisesr
CCE. 1994. OPOCE. 2i79 p. N" Cat:Co-83-94-
410-C
Publication which presenrs the technical
harmonization laws of the new approach and
the European policy on the assessment an<l
certification of mnformity. Updating of the
1988 edition.
"Guide du consommateur europ6en dans le
marchd unique/European consumer guicle to the
single market' CCE-Service politique ctes
consommateurs. 1994. OPOCE. Z3l p.
NoCarC5-80-93-800-C
This practical guide is an introduction to EU
laws regarding oonsumer policy, and to
supplementary oonsumery protection actions.
"Rapport gdndral sur I'actMt6 de I'Union
europdenne 1994/Genenl report on the
activities of the European communities 194"
ccE. 1995.
"I-es enjeux de la socidtd de I'information' I&T
Magazine N"16. CCE-DG Xn
The discussed themes are the following:
Information Society without borders; Europe,
North America, Japan; Worldwide Networks
and Interoperability, Electronic Trade;
Standards; Numerical World; Telework.
nPour un approfondissement des relations entre
I'Union europdenne et le Mexique.
C;ommunication de la Commission au Conseil
et au Parlement europ6erVTowards closer
relation between the European Union and
Mexico. Communication from the Commission
to the council and the European Parliament"
COM/95O3 final, 08.02.95
"Douzidme rapport annuel de la Commission au
Parlernent europ6en sur les activitds
antidumping et antisubventions de la
C-ommunaut6/TWelfth annual report from the
Commission to the European Parliament on the
Community anti-dumping .and anti-subsidy
activities (1993)" COMl95ll6 finat, 15.02.95
"Lutte contre la fraude. Programme de fiavail
l995/C-ombatting fraud. Work programme for
1 995' CON{/95 18 frnal 08.02.95
nProgramme de travail de la C-ommission pour
l995/Commission's work programme for 1995"
COM/95 n6 final, 08.02.95
nRenforcement de la politique m6diterrandenne
de I'Union europ€enne: propositions pour la
mise en oeuwe d'un partenariat Euro-
m€diterran6en. Communication de la
Commission au Conseil et au Parlement
europ€enlStrengthening the Mediterranean
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policy of the European Union: proposals for
implementing an Euro-Mediterranean
partnership. Communication from the
Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament" COMlgsnZ final, 08.03.95
'Europe et Japon: les prochaines dtapes/Europe
and Japan: next steps" COM195|73,08.03.95
"Suivi du Conseil d'Essen sur I'emplofl Follow-
up of Essen European Council about
employement' COMDS 174 final, 08.03.95
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V. CALLS
PROPOSALS
oFFtclJOURN
DEADLINES
OR
L
L
This publication has been shortened in order to
enable it to be sent to EICs in one single
VANS electronic mail file. It now focuses
purely on calls for tenders and proposals for
EU programmes published by the Commission
and Commission sturly and service contracts
related to EU affairs. For information on other
EC-related calls for tenders (e.g. supply
contracts for the Institutions of the European
Union), please consult TED.
Please note that in so far as calls for proposals
on research and development are concerned,
this publication only contains rhe main
deadlines. many RTD calls for proposals also
have continuously open measures for SMES,
accompanying measures, etc. please refer to the
texts of these calls and the information
packages published by the Commission for
further details on this matter.
Cette publication a Ct6 rationnalisde afin de
nous permettre de I'envoyer aux EIC en un seul
ftchier de courrier dlecrronique (VANS). Elle
recouwe notamment les appels i propositions
pour les programmes communautaires, ainsi
que las appels d'offres pour des dturles et
services li6s aux affaires communautaires. pour
des informations relatives aux autrds appels
publi€s par les Instirutions de l'Union
europdenne (p.ex les appets en mariere de
fournitures), veuillez mnsulter TED.
En ce qui mncerne les appels i propositions
pour les programmes de recherche et
ddveloppement, cette publication ne contient
que les dates limites principales. Beaucoup de
ces programmes prdvoient dgalement des
actions telles que des mesures pour les pME,
F
I
A
A
les mesures d'accompagnement, etc. qui restent
continuellement ouvertes. Nous vous
recommandons donc de consulter les tertes des
appels i propositions et les dossiers
d'information diffusds par la Commission pour
de plus amples renseignements e ce sujet.
Pilot projecs and demonstrarion projects
relating to the adjustment of agricultural
structures and the promotion of rural
dwelopment (cp)
Projes pilotes et projets de ddmonstration dans
le cadre de I'adaptation des structures agricoles
et de la promotion du ddveloppement rural (ap)
DAT.L: 95.03.31
oJ/JOCE S 209116 & C 3031t7, 94.10.29
Application proof of concept studies : oentre
for earth observation project (iro)
Etudes rproof-of-concept" d'applications : projet
centre d'observation terrestre (ao-o)
DAT.L: 95.03.31 DAT.doc: 95.03.14
oJ/JOCE S 036/16, 95.02.22
Production of a European guide on education
and training centres in the field of transport
(it-o)
Rdalisation d'un guide europden des centres
d'enseignement et de formation dans le
domaine des transports (ao-o)
DAT.L : 95.03.31 DAT.DOC :95.02.28
oJ/JOCE S O25 lt4, 95.02.07
NOTE TO ALL EICs
INFO MARKETS : Selected calls for tenders &
proposals & OJ deadlines / Appels d'ofres,
appels i propositions et dcheances du JOCE
sdlectionn6s.
95.03.27
Specific RTD programme : biomedicine and
health (cp)
Programme spdcifique de RDT : biom6decine et
santd (ap)
DAT.L : 95.03.31 (other deacllines for research
fellowships - please refer to text)
oJ/JOCE S 010/19, 95.01.17
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Community programme on the conservation,
characterisation, collection and utilisation of
genetic resources in agriculture (cp)
Programme communautaire concernant la
conservation, la caractdrisation, la collecte &
I'utilisation des ressour@s g6ndtiques en
agriculture (ao)
DAT.L:95.03.31
oJ/JOCE S 247 r2t, 94.t2.23
Framework contract for training in the
consulting of databases (ADV)
Contrat cadre pour la formation a
I'interrogation des bases de donn6es (pre)
DAT.PUB : March'95 / Mars '95
oJ/JOCE S 47 22, 95.03.09
Link beween the length of road clrivers'
working time and road safety (it-r)
Lien entre la durde du travail des conducteurs
routiers et la sdcurite routidre (ao-r)
dat.l-R : 95.04.03
oJ/JOCE S 45/14, 95.03.07
MAST III : advanced courses (cp) murs avanc6s
(ap)
DAT.L:95.04.03
oJ/JOCE S 241, 94.12.t5
Study on the present situation of professional
training in latin America (it-r)
Etude sur la situation actuelle de la formation
professionnelle en Amdrique latine (ao-r)
DAT.LR:95.04.06
oJ/JOCE S 40/18, 95.02.28
B<pert consultant for services concerning
airport projects (IT-O)
Consultant expert pour la prestation de services
dans le domaine adroportuaire (AO-O)
DAT.L : 95.04.07 DAT.DOC : 95.03.31
oJ/JOCE S 039/13, 95.m.25
Technical assistance : information market and
language processing (it-r)
Assistance technique : marchd de I'information
et traitement du langage (ao-r)
DAT.LR:95.04.07
oJ/JOCE S 41/13, 95.03.01
Technical drawings (ISPRA) (it-r)
Dessins techniques (ispra) (ao-r)
dat.L-R : 95.04.08
oJ/JOCE S 42nt, 95.03.02
(*) Preparation of the first report on economic
and social cohesion (IT-R)
Pr€paration du premier rapport de mh€sion
dconomique et sociale (ao-r)
DAT.L-R : 95.04.09
oJ/JOCE S 059/18, 95.03.25
Market analpis study : centre for earth
observation (it-o)
Etude portant sur I'analyse de marchd : centre
d'observation terrestre (ao-o)
DAT.L : 95.04.10 DAT.DOC :95.03.27
oJ/JOCE S 03420, 95.02.18
Study on the socio-economic advantages :
centre for earth observation (it-o)
Etude sur les avantages socio-dconomiques :
centre d'observation terrestre (ao-o)
DAT.L : 95.M.10 DAT.L :95.03.27
oJ/JOCE S 034/18, 95.02.18
Communication technolory "proof of concept'
activities : centre for earth observation (it-o)
Technologie de communication activites
"Proof-of-C.oncepttr du Centre d'observation
terrestre (ao-o)
DAT.L : 95.04.10 DAT.DOC :95.03.27
oJ/JOCE S 034/19, 95.02.18
Study on the impact of internal market
integration : chemicals (substances and
preparations) (it-o)
Etude sur I'impact de I'intdgration du march6
intdrieur : produits chimiques (substances et
prdparations) (ao-o)
DAT.L :95.O4.12 DAT.DOC : 95.04.05
oJ s 4ll15,95.03.01
Study on the impact of internal market
integration : motor
vehicles (iro)
Etude sur I'impact de I'intdgration du marchd
int€rieur : vdhicules A moteur (ao-o)
DAT.L :95.O4.12 DAT.DOC : 95.04.05
oJ s 41116, 95.03.01
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Study on the impact of internal market
integration : telecommunications equipment(iro)
Etude sur I'impact de I'intdgration du march6
intdrieur dquipements de rdldcommunications
(ao-o)
DAT.L : 95.04.12 DAT.DOC : 95.M.05
oJ s 41/18,95.03.01
Study on the impact of internal market
integration : processed food producrs (it-o)
Etude sur l'impact de I'intdgration du marchd
intdrieur : produits alimentaires transformds
(ao-o)
DAT.L :95.O4.12 DAT.DOC: 95.04.05
oJ s 4120,95.03.01,
s 45/15,95.03.07 (COR)
Study on the impact of internal market
integration : advertising services (it-o)
Etude sur I'impact de I'intdgration <lu marchd
intdrieur : services de publicitd (ao-o)
DAT.L :95.04.12 DAT.DOC : 95.04.05
oJ s 4121,95.03.01
Study on the impact of internal market
integration : boilers'and metal containers (it-o)
Etude sur I'impact de l'int6gration ctu marchd
intdrieur : chaudidres et conteneurs mdtalliques
(ao-o)
DAT.L :95.O4.12 DAT.DOC : 95.04.05
oJ s 4123,95.03.01
Market research and surveys for statistiul
services - food industry (it-o)
Etudes de marchd et sondages dans le domaine
statistique - industrie alimentaire (ao-o)
DAT.L:95.04.15 DAT.DOC : 95.M.03
oJ/JOCE S 036/17, 95.02.22
Identification of sectors where sufficient ctata is
available to evaluate effects on health
associated with air-pollution by ozone (it-o)
Iclentification des secteurs pour lesquels des
donndes suffisantes sont disponibles pour
dvaluer les effets sur la sant6 de la pollution de
I'air par I'ozone (ao-o)
DAT.L:95.04.17 DAT.DOC : 95.04.02
oJ/JOCE S 03823, 95.02.24
(-) production, marketing and distribution of
the computerizecl European information
database handynet (it-o)
Production, marketing et distribution de la
banque de donndes europ6enne Handynet
(ao-o)
DAT.L: 95.04.18 DAT.DOC: 95.03.31
oJ/JOCE S 052/31, 95.03.16
I:nguage @urses : ispra (iro)
Cours de langues : ispra (AO-O)
DAT.L : 95.04.18 DAT.doc :95.04.O7
oJ/JOCE S 03421, 95.02.18
Specific RTD programme : training and
mobility of researchers, asoess to large-scale
facilities (Cp)
Programme spdcifique de RDT : formation et
mobilit6 des chercheurs, accds aux grandes
installations (AP)
DAT.L: 95.04.18
oJ/JOCE S 0t022, 95.01.17
oJ/JOCE S 031/19,95.02.15 (COR)
Specific RTD programme : training and
mobility of researchers, accompanying measures
(Euroconferences, summer schools and practical
training courses (Cp)
Programme spdcifique de RDT : formation et
mobilitd des chercheurs, mesures
cl'accompagnement (euroconfdrences, 6coles
d'ete et cours pratiques (AP)
DAT.L:95.04.18
oJ/JOCE S 010n2, 95.01. 17
oJiJocE s 031/19, 95.02.15 (COR)
C-ommunity public awareness activities :
prevention of cancer, aids & other
communicable diseases & drug addiction (it-O)
Activites communautaires de sensibilisation :
prdvention du cancer, du sida et des autres
maladies transmissibles et de la toxicomanie
(ao-o)
DAT.L : 95.04.18 DAT.DOC: 95.04.07
oJ/JOCE S 4220, 95.03.02
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Specific RTD programme in the field of Specific RTD programme : environment and
measurement and testing : measurements for climate (cp)
quality European products and prenormative Programmesp6cifiquedeRDT:environnement
research for inclustry (cp) et climat (AP)
Programme spdcifique de RDT dans le domaine DAT.L : 95.04.27
des normes, mesures et essais : mesures pour OJ/JOCE S 010/16, 95.01.17
des produis europ6ens de qualitd et recherche OJ/JOCE S 031/15, 95.02.15 (cor)
prdnormative pour I'industrie (ap)
DAT.L:95.04.19 Pilot projects : marine pollution (cp)
OJ/JOCE S 241, 94.12.15 Pollution en mer : projets-pilotes (cp)
DAT.L :95.04.?3
Specific RTD programme in the field of OJ/JOCE S 038/17, 95.02.24
information technologies, step I long term
research & high pelformance computing and Civil protection projects (cp)
networking (cp) Projets de protection civile (ap)
Programme spdcifique de RDT : technologies DAT.L :95.04.?3
de l'information, 6tape I recherche i long OJ/JOCE S 03820, 95.02.24
terme et informatique distribude e
haute performance (ap) (*) Editing, printing & distribution of a
DAT.L :95.O4.2O half-yearly magazine for the representation of
OJ/JOCE S 5121, 95.03.15 the Commission in Italy (it-o)
R€daction, impression et diffusion d'un
Study on the starting up of the l*onardo da magazine semestriel pour la repr€sentation de
Vinci programme in central and eastern la Commission en ltalie (ao-o)
European countries (it-o) DAT.L :95.04.29 DAT.DOC :95.M.22
Etude sur I'ouverture du programme l.eonardo OJ/JOCE S 054/17, 95.03.18
da Vinci aux pays de I'Europe centrale et
orientale (ao-o) (*) Film distribution in schools in Northern
DAT.L :95.44.21 DAT.DOC : 95.04.10 Italy (it-o)
OJIJOCE S 4922,95.03.11 Distribution de films dans les €coles de I'Italie
study on the definirion of a code of conducr for $Ttlf ,9i;?.rr DAT.Doc : e5.04.?2
service providers (mobile communications) OJ/JOCE S 54/19, 95.03.18(iro)
Etude sur la ddfinition d'un mde de conduite (*) Production and distribution of a rnonthlypour les prestataires de services magazine for the European commission's
(communications mobiles) (ao-o) representation in Sweden (it-o)
DAT.L :95.04.23 DAT.DOC : 95.04.01 Production et distribution d'un mensuel pour la
OJ/JOCE S 50/11, 95.03.14 reprdsentation de la Commission europ6enne
en Su0de (ao-o)
Research and documentary and legal analysis : DAT.L :95.04.29 DAT.DOC :95.04J2
internal market (it-o) OJ/JOCE S 054/15, 95.03.18
Recherche et analyse juridique et documentaire:
marchd intdrieur (ao-o) (*) Team responsible for welmming visiton
DAT.L 295.04.21 (it-o)
OJ/JOCE S 44118, 95.03.04 Equipe chargde de I'accueil des visiteurs (ao-o)
DAT.L z 95.04.29 DAT.DOC :95.04.22
oJ/JOCE S 05420, 95.03.18
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(*) Publications distriburion relay(s) (ir-o)
Relais de diffusion de publicarions (ao-o)
DAT.L : 95.04.29 DAT.DOC :95.04.22
oJ/JOCE S 054/19, 95.03.18
Framework contract for
publications (adv)
Contrat-cadre pour la
publications (pre)
the promotion of
promotion de
DAT.PUB : April '95 / Awil '95
oJ/JOCE S 47 22, 95.03.09
Membership of the European technolory
assessment network (cexp)
Affiliation du ETAN (r6seau europden
d'6valuation de technologie) (aman)
DAT.L: 95.05.05
oJ/JOCE S 51/14, 95.03.15
(*) Promotion of European environmental
organisations (com)
Promotion d'organisations europdennes
repr6sentatives op6rant dans le domaine de
I'environnement (com)
DAT.L: 95.05.08
oJ/JOCE S 058/14, 95.03.24
(*) General measures to educate ancl increase
awareness in the field of the environment (CP)
Actions gdndrales d'information et de
sensibilisation dans le domaine <le
I'environnement (AP)
DAT.L: 95.05.08
oJ/JOCE S 057 122, 95.03.23
(*) Scientific and technical secretariat to assist
the work of the expert group on the urban
environment and the sustainable cities
campaign (it.o)
Secrdtariat scientifique et technique pour le
groupe d'experts travaillant sur I'environnement
urbain et la campagne en faveur de villes
viables (ao-o)
DAT.L : 95.05.09 DAT.DOC :95.M.t7
oJ/JOCE S 054/14, 95.03.18
(*) Production & distribution : newsletter "DG
XV News" (IT-O)
Production et distribution : Newsletter "DG XV
Newsn (AO-O)
DAT.L: 95.05.10
oJ/JOCE S 058/16, 95.03.24
(-) Study : effectiveness of approaches
implemented with a view to dismantling
technical barriers to Community trade (public
procurement ) (it-o)
Etude : I'efficacitd des stratdgies mises en
oeuwe pour lever les entraves techniques aux
€changes intra-communautaires (march6s
publics) (ao-o)
DAT.L :95.05.12 DAT.DOC : 95.05.05
oJ/JOCE S 46120, 95.03.08
oJ/JOCE S 055/17, 95.03.21 (COR)
Regional and urban energ/ management in the
European union (cp)
Maltrise de l'dnergie au niveau rdgional et
urbain dans l'Union europ6enne (ap)
DAT.L: 95.05.15
oJ/JOCE S 031/16, 95.02.15
Rapid estimates of acreage on the european
scale by remote sensing (it-o)
Estimations rapides sur la surface agricole utile,
d l'dchelle europdenne, par tdl6detection (ao-o)
DAT.L: 95.05.15 DAT.DOC: 95.04.15
oJ/JOCE S 035/19, 95.02.21
Youth information projects relating to the
European Union (com)
Projets d'informations des jeunes conoernant
I'Union europdenne (com)
DAT.L: 95.05.15
OJ/JOCE S ,E/13, 95.03.10
Specific RTD programme : training and
mobility of researchers, training through
research (Cp)
Programme sp6cifique de RDT : formation et
mobilitd des chercheurs, formation par la
recherche (AP)
DAT.L: 95.05.15
oJ/JOCE S 0t022, 95.0r.r7
oJ/JOCE S 031/19, 95.U.t5 (COR)
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(*) Measures to promote environmental
education (cp)
Actions d'€ducation dans le domaine de
I'environnement (ap)
DAT.L: 95.05.16
oJ/JOCE S 05324, 95.03.17
(r) Horizontal evaluation of the Thermie, Save,
Altener, Synerg and Regional Energr
Programming Programmes (it-o)
Evaluation horizontale des programmes
thermie, Save, Altener, Synergy &
Programmation Energdtique Rdgionale (ao-o)
DAT.L: 95.05.31 DAT.DOC: 95.M.28
oJ/JOCE S 05421, 95.03.18
(*) European Parliament : audiovisual
professionals (it-o)
Parlement europden : professionnels de
lhudiovisuel (ao-o)
DAT.L: 95.05.31 DAT.DOC:95.04.15
oJiJocE s 057 21, 95.03.23
(*) Integration of the environment in other
Community policies : preparation and
promotion of training sessions (cexp)
Intdgration de I'environnement dans les autres
politiques communautaires : prdparation et
animation de sdances de formation (aman)
DAT.L: 95.05.31
oJ/JOCE S 052t27, 95.03. 1 6
RTD : cooperation with 3rd countries &
international organisations : scientific
fellounhips & grants - Japan & Korea (cp)
RDT : coopdration avec les pa)rs tiers et les
organisations internationales : s6jours
scientifiques - au Japon & en C-or6e
DAT.L: 95.ffi.01
oJ/JOCE S 031/19, 95.02.15
Specific RTD programme in the field of
targeted socio-economic research (cp)
Programme spdcifique de RDTdans le domaine
de la recherche socio-dconomique finalis6e (ap)
DAT.L: 95.05.08
oJ/JOCE S 5123, 95.03.15
Telematics applications : libraries, language
engineering, information engineering, telematics
engineering and programme support (cp)
Applications t6l€matiques : bibliothdques,
ingdnierie linguistique, ingdnierie de
I'information, ingdnierie t6l6matique & actions
de soutien (ap)
DAT.L: 95.06.15 prescreening : 95.04.30
oJiJocE s 5U12, 95.03.15
Specific programme for the dissemination and
optimization of RTD results : technologr
validation and technology transfer projeca (cp)
Programme spdcifique de diffirsion et de
valorisation des r€sultats de la RDT: projets de
validation technologique et de transfert
technologique (ap)
DAT.L: 95.06.15
oJ/JOCE S 5120, 95.03.15
Specific RTD programme for COOPERATION
WITH THIRD COUNTRIES
AND INTERNATIONAL ORGAT.IISATIONS
(DEVELOPING COUNTRIES) :
HUMAN VACCINES AND LIVESTOCK
HEALTH (cp)
Programme sp6cifique de RDT :
COOPERATION AVEC LES PAYS
TIERS & LES ORGANISATIONS
INTERNATIONALES (PAYS EN
DEVELOPPEMENT) : VACCINS POUR
L'HOMME ET SANTE ANIMALE (AP)
DAT.L: 95.06.15
oJ/JOCE S 5U15, 95.03.15
Speciftc RTD and demonstration programme in
the area of marine science and technolory (cp)
Programme sp€cifique de RDT et de
ddmonstration dans le domaine des sciences et
technologies marines (ap)
DAT.L: 95.06.15 : A3 B1.2 & dissemination
oJiJocE s 241 l, 94.t2.15
oJ/JOCE S 031/16, 95.02.15 (COR)
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Support for transnationa I ccloperation between
crafts enterprises and verysmall enterprises (cp)
Soutien i la coopdration transnationale enlre
entreprises artisanales et trds petites entreprises
(ap)
DAT.L.:95.06.15
oJ/JOCE S 194/155, 94.10.08
OJ/JOCE S 231118, 94.12.01 (com)
Specific RTD programme in the field of
information technologies (cp)
Programme spdcifique de RDT : rechnologies
de I'information (ap)
DAT.L:95.06.15
oJ/JOCE S 5121, 95.03.15
Specific RTD programme : training and
mobility of researchers, research nenvork (Cp)
Programme spdcifique de RDT : formarion er
mobilit€ des chercheurs, rdseaux de recherche
(AP)
DAT.L: 95.06.15
oJ/JOCE S 0t022, 95.01.17
oJ/JOCE S 03ri19, 95.02.1s (COR)
Training senyices (cexp)
Services de formation (aman)
DAT.L: 95.06.30
oJ/JOCE S 015 r22, 95.01.24
MAST III : individual fellowships (CP) /
bourses individuelles (ap)
DAT.L 2:95.07.17
oJ/JOCE S24U ,94.12.15
Specific RTD programme for COOPERATION
WITH THIRD COUNTRIES I
AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
(DEVELOPTNG COUNTRTES) :
TOPICS OTHER THAN HUMAN
vAccINEs AND LIVESTOCK HEALTH (cp)
programme specifique de RDT POUR LA
COOPERATION AVEC LES PAYS
TIERS ET LES ORGANISATIONS
INTERNATIONALES (PAYS EN
DEVELOPPEMEI.ff) : DOMAINES OUTRES
LES VACCINS POUR L'HOMME ETLA RECHERCHE POUR LA SANTE
ANIMALE (AP)
DAT.L: 95.09.06
oJ/JOCE S 5U15, 95.03.1s
Support for transnational cooperation between
crafts enterprises and very small enterprises (cp)
Soutien i la cooperation transnationale entre
entreprises artisanales et trds petites entreprises
(ap)
DAT.L:95.11.15
oJ/JOCE S 194/155, 94.10.08
OJ/JOCE S 231118,94.12.01 (mm)
Pilot operations in the field of the environment
(cp)
Opdrations pilotes dans le domaine de
I'environnement (ap)
DAT.L :96.01.22 (date confirmed by DG XI)
OJ/JOCE S 02012i,95.01.31 (cor)
OJ/JOCE S 140/85, 94.07.23
Specific RTD & training programme : nuclear
fission safety (cp)
Programme spdcifique cle RDT et de formation:
suret€ de la fission nucldaire (ap)
DAT.L:96.02.28
oJ/JOCE S 01024, 95.01.17
oJ/JOCE S 031/15, 95.02.15 (COR)
RTD : cooperation with 3rd counrries &
international organisations : scientific
fellowships & grants - Japan &
Korea (cp)
RDT : coopdration avec les pays tiers et les
organisations internationales : sdjours
scientifiques - au Japon & en Cor€e
DAT.L2 : 96.03.01 DAT.IJ : 97.03.01
oJ/JOCE S 031/19, 95.A2.15
Calls for Expressions of Interest/Appels aux
manifestations d'int6rdt
DGl
Support in the context of the handling of
anti-dumping investigations (cexp)
Assistance dans le cadre du traitement des
enqu6tes antidumping (aman)
List valid untilliste valable jusqu'au :97.12.30
oJ/JOCE S 251115, 94.12.30
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DG II Consultancyservicesintheareaofemployment,
===== industrial relations and social affairs (cexp)
Consultancy services Services de consultants dans le domaine de
Services de consultants I'emploi des relations industrielles et affaires
List valid until/liste valable jusqu'au : 98.01.30 sociales (aman)
OJ/ JOCE S 004/12, 95.01.07 OJ/JOCE s 22ft4 & C 3r[22,94.U2.02
Cooperation with Asian, I-atin-American and Study contracts in the area of public health
Mediterranean countries (cexp) (cexp)
Coopdration avec les pays de I'Asie, de Contrats d'6tudes dans le domaine de la sant6
I'Amdrique latine et de la Mdditerran6e (aman) publique (aman)DAT.L:97.09.30 EXPIR :97.12.31
oJ/JOCE S246n1,94.12.22 oJ/JOCE S 218/15 & C3r515,94.tr.t2
DGIII: DGVI:
=====
Technical assistance : industrial affairs (cexp) Multiannual programme of agdcultural studies
Assistance technique : affaires industrielles (cexp)(aman) Programme pluriannuel d'6tudes rdalisdes dans
OJ/JOCE S 146197 & C2O619,93.07.30 le domaine
agricole (aman)
DG IV DAT.L :96.12.31
===== OJ/JOCE S 123194 & c 178F5, 94.06.30
Expert consultants in the field of competition
policy and State aid (cexp) Studies and provision of services : forestry
Consultants experts dans le domaine de la sector (cexp)
concurrence et des aides d'Etat (aman) Etudes et services dans le domaine forestierDAT.L:97.02.02 (aman)
oJ/JOCE S 231119, 94.12.01(COR), OJ/JOCE S 941131, 94.05.18
s t471t26,94.08.03
DG IX
DG V ! =====
==== lrgal advisors (cexp)
Studies relating to the family (CEXP) Conseillers juridiques (aman)
Etudes dans le domaine de la familte (AMAN) DAT.L : 97.01.31
oJ/JOCE S 52168 & C74nr,93.03.16 OJ/JOCE S 237116,94.t2.W
European social fund multi-annual programme DG X :
of studies and technical assistance (cexp) ====
Programme pluriannuel d'6tudes et d'assistance Services in the field of information,
technique du fonds social europden (aman) communication, culture and audiovisual policy
OJ/JOCE sZlllffi & C346111,93.12.24 (cexp)
Services dans le domaine de I'information, la
Studies : social protection (including sociat communication, la culrure et la politique
security, social assistance and supplementary audiovisuelle (aman)
social welfare provision) (CEXP) DAT.L : 97.06.15
Etudes : protection sociale (y compris la OJiJOCE S t181122,94.06.22
s6curitd sociale, I'aide sociale et les dispositions OJ/JOCE S 43117,95.03.03
mmpl6mentaires) (AMAN)
oJ/JOCE S 39/80 & C 5418, 93.02.25
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Exhibition planning (cexp)
Conception d'expositions (aman)
DAT.L:97.M.21
oJ/JOCE S 138/176 & C t99D7, 94.07.21
DGXI:
Multiannual programme of technical assistance
and consultancy in the field of environment,
nuclear safety and civil protection (cexp)
Programme pluriannuel d'assistance et de
conseil dans le domaine de I'environnement, la
s6curit6 nucldaire et la protection civile (aman)
DAT.L:97.06.30
oJ/JOCE S 108/127, 94.06.08
DG XII :
Studies relating to space (CEXP)
Etudes dans le domaine de I'espace (AMAN)
OJ/JOCE S 101i88 & C 146114, 93.05.26
Research & tech. assistance : combatting social
exclusion (CEXP)
Etudes et missions d'assistance technique: lutte
oontre I'exclusion sociale (AMAN)
oJ/JOCE S 74p5 & C 105120, 93.04.16
Information and communication concerning
European research and technology development
(cexp)
Information et communication concernant la
RDT europ6enne (aman)
DAT.L:97.1r.09
oJ/JOCE S 215115, 94.11.09
Specific RTD programme for cooperation with
3rd countries & international organisations :
studies & accompanying measures (cexp)
Etudes et autres mesures d'accompagnement :
programme spdcifique de RDT pour la
coopdration avec des pays tiers et
des organisations internationales (aman)
DAT.VAL: 98.03.15
oJ/JOCE S 5U13, 95.03.15
DG XV:
Consultancy in the area of public procurement
(cexp)
Assistance-conseil dans le domaine des march€s
publics (aman)
List valid until/liste valide jusqu'au : 98.03.10
oJ/JOCE S t701127, 94.09.06
oJ/JOCE S 48112,95.03.10 (COR)
Technical assistance in the fields of internal
market and financial services (cexp)
Assistance technique dans les domaines du
marchd int€rieur et des services financiers
(aman)
oJ/JOCE S 90/117, 94.05.1 1
DG XVI :
Multiannual programme of studies and
technical assistance in the regional field (cexp)
Programme pluriannuel d'6tudes et d'assistance
technique r6alis€ dans le domaine r6gional
(aman)
oJ s 22n2 & C 3tlr7, 94.02.02
DG XVII:
Companies/experts : services and/or supplias in
the field of enerry (cexp)
Entreprises/d'experts : prestation des services
et/ou livraison de fournitures dans le domaine
de l'6nergie (aman)
Dat.l :96.12.31
oJ/JOCE S 116/111 & C 166/1,5, 94.06.18
Companies/experts : services in the field of
ener5/ policy, economic research and study
(cexp)
Entreprises/expers : services relatifs A la
politique de l'dnergie de la recherche et de
l'6tude dans le domaine de l'dconomie (aman)
Dat.l :96.12.31
oJ/JOCE S 116/109 & C t66lt6, 94.06.18
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DG XXI :
Activities, studies or services in the customs
field (cexp)
Actions, 
€tudes ou prestations dans le domaine
douanier (aman)
oJ/JOCE S 47 194, 94.03.09
Services in the field of statutory tax
contributions and social security charges (cexp)
Prestation de services dans le domaine cles
prdldvements fiscaux et sociaux (aman)
oJ/JOCE S 16U115, 94.08.24
Studies or services relating to indirect taxation
(cexp)
Etudes ou presrations en matiere de fiscalitd
indirecte (aman)
oJ/JOCE S 60/111 & C 89/18, 94.03.26
Activities and studies relating to the sanctions
against Serbia and Montenegro (cexp)
Actions et dtudes dans le domaine des sanctions
instaurdes i I'encontre de la Serbie et clu
Montenegro (aman)
oJ/JOCE S 60/112 & C 89/19, 94.03.26
DG XXm (Enterprise poliry, commerce,
::T: jj"r':'::1: 
= = = = = = 
: 
= = =
Creation of a consultant base for restricted
procedure sub-threshold assignments (cexp)
Crdation d'une base de consultants pour cles
marchds restreints en-dessous des seuils pour la
publication au Journal Officiel des
C-ommunaut€s eu rop6ennes (ama n)
DAT.L z 97.02.31
oJ/JOCE S 1791108, 94.8.17
OJ/JOce S 223116,94.11.19 (mr)
Consumer policy service : service politique cles
oonsommateurs :
Implementation of consumer policy projects
(cexp)
Rdalisation de certains projets dans le domaine
de la politique des consommateurs (aman)
oJ/JOCE S t2ut02 & c r75lt3, 94.06.28
TFHR :
Surveys and consultancy in the field of
education, training and youth (cexp)
Etudes et prestations de consultance dans le
domaine de l'6ducation, de la formation et de la
jeunesse (aman)
oJ/JOCE S 961127, 94.05.20
CCAB :
Organisation of large conferences, seminars,
meetings, etc. for the Commission of the
European Communities (cexp)
Organisation de grandes confdrences,
sdminaires, colloques, etc. de la Commission
europdenne (aman)
DAT.L:97.03.02
oJ/JOCE S rr7l99 & C 168/18, 94.M.21
::T3 i11T:'3 *:3: ::"ii": : 
=(*) European Parliament : reporter/producer
(audiovisual) (cexp)
Parlement europ6en : journaliste/r€alisateur
(aman)
DAT.VAL: 98.03.13
oJiJocE s 057 2;0, 95.03.23
STOA : SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
OPTIONS ASSESSMENT, EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT, PROJECT CONTRACTORS
& EXPERTS (cexp)
STOA : (EVALUATION DES OPTIONS
SCIENTIFIQUES ET TECHNIQUES),PARLEMENT EUROPEEN,
CoNTRACTANTS ET EXPERTS (AMAI{)
OJ/JOCE c l79ll, 93.07.01
European foundation for the improvement of
living & working conditions/Fondation
europ€enne pour I'amdlioration des conditions
de vie et de travail
Studies and other acrMties (cexp)
Etudes et autres activites (aman)
List valid until/liste valable jusqu'au :96.12.31
oJ/JOCE S 168/106, 94.09.02
oJ/JOCE S 1791111, y2.W.r7
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VI. SEMINARS,
CONFERENCES,
WORKSHOPS
APRIL
20.04.95-IJubljana
Small Business Development Centre Republic
of Slovenia and Business Innovation
Nenryork of Slovenia will organize 'Bourse Day
of Technolory Transfer" on 20 April 1995 in
Ljubljana. Should you require more
information, please oontact Marijan Stele,
Project Manager of SPIM Network at the
folowing telephone/fax numbers : 386-
61.812.83 | 8,86 -61 -7 39.365
24.04.95-8nrssels
"Turkey: Business opportunities within thq
Customs Unionn.
A one-day-conference organised by FORUM
EURAPE with the assistance of the European
Commission, at the Concert Noble, in Brussels.
The objective of this event is to study the
potential impact of the impending Cusroms
Union and to define its annsequences in the
trade and industry sectors.
More information from: Forum Europe,88 rue
des Patriotes, 1040 Brussels, Tel.: 32-2-
7 36. | 4.30, F ax: 32-2-7 36.32. | 6.
27.04.95-Berlin
Information seminar about the CRAFT
Programme for small and medium sized
enterprises. For further information, please
contact Ms Monika Horstmann-Jungemann at
the EIC DE-108, at the following number: 49
30.3$rc.2A.
27-28,04,95-Dublin
UNICE'95
The European Conference on Public
Procurement is being organised on behalf of
UNICE, the Union of Industrial and
Employers' Confederations of Europe by the
Irish Business and Employers Confederation in
association with Electricity Supply Board
Ireland.
For more information, please contact lvk.
Jeanne Copeland, UNICE Conference
Organiser at the following telephone number :
351-1-702.68.14
30.M.95. Berlin
Workshop about project management of the
European Financial Instrument PHARE. For
further information, please oontact IvIs Monika
Horstmann-Jungemann at the EIC DE-108, at
the folfowing number: 49 3431510.242.
MAY
03.05.95-Berlin
Information seminar about public procurementin the European Union. For further
information, please contact Ms Monika
Hdrstmann-Jungemann at the EIC DE-108, at
the following number: 49 30.31510.242
05.05.95-Berlin
Special seminar about SOCRATES and
LEONARDO: How to submit a tender?
For further information, please contact lvls
Monika H0rstmann-Jungemann at the EIC DE-
108, at the following number: 49 30.31510.42
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15.17.05.95.Luxembou rg
PATLIB95
A Symposium organised in Luxembourg by the
European Patent Office and the "Ministdre de
I'Economie, Service de la Propri6td
Intellectuelle du Grand-Duchd du Luxembourg
If you would like to exhibit at PATLIB95 or to
attend the exhibition, please contact :
Lisa McDonald, PATLIB Secretariat, European
Patent Office, Schottenfeldgasse 29, A-Vienne,
Austria, at the following telephone/fax numbers:
43 - r -52r.26.338 I 43 -t - 521 .?6.3292
16-21.05.95-Celje
Small Business Development Centre Republic
of Slovenia and Business Innovation
Network of Slovenia will organize the
Innovation Fair IDEIA on 16-21 May 1995 in
Celje as part of the CEI -Cenrral European
Initiative SMEs Working Group project for
promotion of small business and innovations in
the following countries : PO, CJn SLK HU,
SLO, CRO, AT, tT, MAC, BG, RO and UKR.
Should you require more information, please
contact Marijan stele, Project Manager of
SPIM Network at the folowing telephone/fax
numbers : 386-61.81 2.83 1/386-61 -739.365
18.05.95-Berlin
Special seminar about R&D in the transport
sector. For further information, please contact
Ms Monika H0rstmann-Jungemann at the EIC
DE-108, at the following number: 49
30.3r5ro.242
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• 
EUROPEAN UNION INFORMATION DEVELOPMENTS 
Contact addresses of new European Union agencies 
A number of new European Union agen-
cies/ organisations are currently in the 
process of becoming established. Listed 
below is the latest information on their 
contact address. In future issues of Euro-
pean Access this information will be added 
to the 'List of useful addresses' at the back 
of each issue. 
Committee of the Regions 
Address: Rue Ravenstein 2, B-1000, Brus-
sels, Belgium. Tel: 00-32-2-546-22-11. Fax: 
OQ-32-2-546-28-96 
Role: To represent local and regional in-
terests in the EU decision-making proc-
ess. 
European Agency for the 
Evaluation of Medicinal Products 
Address: 7 Westferry Circus, Canary 
Wharf, London E14 4HP. Tel: 0171-418-
8400.Fax:0171-41Bh8416 
Role: To implement EU procedures for 
the authorisation and supervision of me-
dicinal products for human and veteri-
nary use. 
European Environment Agency 
Address: 6 Kongens Nytorv, DK-1050 
Copenhagen I<, Denmark. Tel:00-45-331-
450-75. Fax: 00-45-331-465-99 
Role: To monitorenvironmen tal develop-
ments and provide comparable data on 
trends in European Union and neigh-
bouring countries. 
European Monetary Institute 
Address: Postfach 102031, D-60020 Frank-
furt-am-Main, Germany. Tel: 00-49-69-
240-00-60. Fax: 00-49-69-240-006-99 
Role: Established at the start of the second 
stage of EMU, and a forerunner of the 
European Central Bank, the role of the 
EMiistostren~encOHOperationbetween 
national central banks; to improve co-
ordination of Member States' .monetary 
policies; to promote use of tht: ECU; to 
prepare for EMU. 
European Monitoring Centre for 
Drugs and Drug Addiction 
Temporary Address: European Commis-
sion - Drugs Unit, Rue de la Loi 200, B-
1049 Brussels, Belgium. Tel: 00-32-2-296-
05-03. Fax: OQ-32-2-296-59-97 
Role: To provide the Union and the Mem-
ber States with comparable statistics on 
drugs and drug addiction. To be based in 
Lisbon. 
European Training Foundation 
Temporary Address: Rue des Deux-Eglises 
37, B-1040 Brussels, Belgium. Tel: OQ-32-
2-230!53-78. Fax: OQ-32-230-64-04. 
Role: To help establish vocational train-
ing schemes in the countries of Central 
and Eastern Europe and in those qualify-
ing for the T ACIS Programme (Belarus, 
Kazakhstan, Kirghiztan, Moldova, Rus-
sia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan). To be based in 
Turin. 
Europol 
Address: PO Box 90850, NL-2509 LV The 
Hague, The Netherlands. Tel: 00-31-70-
302-53-02. Fax: 00-31-7Q-345-58-96 
Role: Its final role is still being discussed. 
Currently, only a Drugs Unit has been 
established. 
Trade Marks Office 
Address: Avenida Aguilera 20, SP-3007 
Alicante, Spain. Tel: OQ-34-6-513-91-46. 
Fax: 00-34-6-513-91-43 
Role: To register and protect trade marks. 
Contact addresses are not yet available 
for the Community Plant Variety Office 
(Ireland), the European Agency for Safety 
and Health at Work (Spain) and the Trans-
lation Centre (Luxembourg). CEDEFOP 
is also in the process of moving from 
Berlin to Thessaloniki. 
Information obtained from a number of sources 
but principally from 'The European Public 
Affairs Directory 1995' (Landmarks SA, 
1994). A review of this highly recommended 
title can be found in 'Recent publications of 
interest' on p35. 
